
A M E D a f t e r M a r y 
Magdalene, the prostitute 
who allegedly repented 

before Christ and washed his feet 
in  a gesture of self-abasement, 
Magdalene Asylums existed 
throughout Europe and North 
America since the 18th century to 
rescue and reform ‘fallen women’. 
Their purpose widened over the 
years: young women were sent to 
them by their families or the state 
not only if they were sexually 
active but also if they were sexually 
abused, mental ly disabled, 
orphaned or even simply poor. 
       In Ireland they were often 
called Magdalene Laundries 
because the women were put to 
unpaid work washing clothes, symbolically cleansing 
their sins. Originally a rescue movement, the Irish 
asylums were appropriated by the Catholic Church after 
Emancipation in  1829 and became increasingly 
prison-like institutions run by nuns of four orders: the 
Sisters of Our Lady of 
Charity, Sisters of Mercy, 
the Religious Sisters of 
Charity and the Good 
Shepherd Sisters. About 
30,000 Irish  women are 
estimated to have been 
incarcerated in these 
notor ious laundries 
between 1765 when the 
first in  Ireland opened in 
Leeson Street and 1996 when the last closed.
      The Magdalene Laundries were largely a hidden 
scandal until 1993 when the Sisters of Our Lady of 
Charity, who ran Ireland’s biggest laundry in High Park 
Convent in Drumcondra, sold  some of the grounds to a 
property developer for IR£1.5m. The land included a 
mass grave, and the nuns were granted a licence for the 
bodies of 133 women to be exhumed, cremated and their 
ashes buried in  Glasnevin  Cemetery. But when it was 
discovered that there were 155 bodies, 22 more than the 
nuns had listed, and that a third of the deaths were not 
registered – i.e. they were illegally buried without 
notification to the proper authorities – the issue received 
public attention and the media began to ask questions.
     A number of inmates then gave accounts of their 
maltreatment in the Magdalene Asylums, and in  1998 a 
Channel 4 documentary Sex in a Cold Climate 
interviewed former inmates who testified to sexual, 
psychological and physical abuse while being isolated 
from the outside world for an indefinite amount of time. 
Allegations about the convents and the treatment of 
inmates were also made in the 2002 film The Magdalene 
Sisters, written and directed by Peter Mullan, which won 
the Golden Lion at the Venice Film Festival. 

   In 2001 the Irish government 
acknowledged that women in the 
Magdalene laundries were victims 
of abuse but resisted calls for 
investigation and compensation, 
claiming that the laundries were 
privately run and outside the 
government’s remit. Yet there was 
clear evidence that Irish courts 
routinely sent women convicted of 
petty crimes to  the laundries, the 
government awarded contracts to 
the laundries without any insistence 
on protection and fair treatment of 
their workers, and Irish state 
employees helped keep laundry 
facilities stocked with workers by 
bringing women to work there and 
returning escaped workers.

    The state, however, continued to deny that it was ever 
involved and resisted calls for a statutory inquiry, 
including one from the Irish Human Rights Commission 
in  December 2010. The United Nations Committee 
Against Torture (UNCAT), which had been lobbied by 

the group Justice for 
Magdalenes, intervened 
i n 2 0 1 1 , s e v e r e l y 
criticising the Irish 
government for failing 
to launch a thorough 
i n v e s t i g a t i o n a n d 
compensation scheme.
       The newly elected 
coalition government 
under Enda Kenny 

chose not to institute an independent inquiry but instead 
set up a committee chaired  by Senator Martin McAleese 
to establish the facts about the state’s involvement. The 
culpability of the religious orders for abuses in the 
laundries was not part of the committee’s remit. But it 
has to be asked: why not? If institutions, whether public 
or private, allegedly mistreat the people in them, then it is 
the state’s responsibility to establish  the truth  and, if 
appropriate, apportion blame and compel reparations. 
This the Irish state has signally failed to do.
     In February 2013 the McAleese Commission Report 
found ‘significant’ state collusion in the admission of 
women into the institutions – 26% of known admissions 
were facilitated by the state through court order, gardai, 
social services and the like. After public pressure, a 
couple of weeks later Enda Kenny issued a full state 
apology to the women of the Magdalene Laundries, 
which he described as ‘the nation’s shame’. But what 
exactly was the nature of the shame, and why were those 
who ran them not made accountable? 
     The government also announced that a compensation 
package would be drawn up  and asked retired High 
Court Judge and President of the Law Reform              !     
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Commission John Quirke to undertake a three month 
review and to  make recommendations as to  the criteria 
that should be applied in assessing the payments and 
other supports. The Magdalene Commission Report 
published  on 26th June 2013 recommended that 600 
surviving women should  all receive cash payments in the 
range €11,500 (if their duration of stay was three 
months or fewer) to €100,000 (duration of stay of 10 
years or more). When Justice Minister Alan Shatter 
announced the government’s acceptance of the scheme 
which could cost the state up to €58m, Stephen 
O’Riordan, a spokesman for the Magdalene Survivors 
Together, said that it fell short of what was promised. 
     Shatter told the Dail in  July that, although he and his 
Cabinet colleagues believed the four religious orders had 
a moral obligation to make a reasonable contribution to 
the fund, they had informed the government that they 
did not intend  to do so, and he couldn’t arrive with a 
tank outside their gates and force them. The Taoiseach 
Enda Kenny called  on the orders to  reflect on  their 
refusal to pay but insisted that he had  no intention of 
going down the legal route of confrontation with them.
   It beggars belief that the alleged guilty parties of a 
crime which, in the Taoiseach’s words, is the ‘nation’s 
shame’ are apparently not being made accountable for 
their actions but are instead getting off scot-free. Surely 
the institutions of the Catholic 
Church are no longer above 
the law in Ireland. The old 
assumption that it is the sole 
arbiter of morality and legality 
is dead and gone, or is it?      
According to Shatter, the four 
congregations offered as 
justification for refusing a 
financial contribution the fact 
that they continue to care for 
about 130 elderly and frail 
women who are survivors 
of the laundries. However, 
the Quirke review pointed 
out that they get HSE 
funding to offset the cost involved and also control the 
women’s welfare payments.
       The McAleese Report concluded that the laundries 
were not profit-making enterprises, but are we really 
expected to believe that the orders did not make a profit 
out of them? After all, they had state-funded contracts 
with other organisations that they owned. Many of them 
also ran the hospitals and  had the gift of the contracts 
for laundry services for hospitals and other institutions, 
using taxpayers’ money while employing staff who were 
working for nothing.
      The orders are certainly not poor. As a result of 
further land sales at High Park between 1999 and 
2009, the Sisters of our Lady of Charity made €61.7m, 
and when the last comprehensive assessment of the 
financial resources of the four religious orders was 
made in 2009, they had estimated total gross assets 
worth  €1.5bn. Denial and protection of their financial 
assets has been the primary response of the Catholic 
Church everywhere in the face of sexual abuse claims, 
and the Irish  community of nuns is following the same 
self-serving abnegation of moral responsibility. They 
have placed their own financial wellbeing above that of 
the people they were meant to serve.

     The bottom line is that inmates of the laundries 
were effectively prisoners without trial, subjected  to 
slave labour seven days a week, and in many cases 
horribly abused. The McAleese Commission received 
nearly 800 pages of survivor testimony compiled by 
Justice for Magdalenes that provided clear evidence of 
physical and psychological abuse, yet bizarrely the 
commission ignored it in favour of recommending a 
paltry pay-off at the taxpayers’ expense. What 
happened to truth? What happened to justice?
        And what of the four orders? Where was their 
charity? Where was their mercy? Where was their good 
shepherd guidance? Journalist Emer O’Kelly pulled no 
punches in  the Sunday Independent (21st July 2013) 
when she wrote that “these dreadful cold-blooded 
women shame Ireland; they shame womanhood; and 
they shame the God they profess to serve”. 
Correspondents to the paper considered her remarks 
‘absolutely disgraceful’ and ‘a vitriolic attack’.  While 
she may have gone too far in her sweeping verdict on 
the nuns, and no doubt there were many decent 
members of the four congregations, the women in 
control of them have an awful lot to answer for. Yet it 
looks as though these answers will not be forthcoming.
       There is a footnote to this sorry tale. While the 
Magdalene laundries in the Republic have gained 

considerable publicity, not to say 
notoriety, in recent years, their 
counterparts in Northern Ireland 
have been largely ignored. Victims 
in  the North have received no state 
investigation, however flawed, no 
public acknowledgement of their 
suffering, and no apology from the 
government.
     Patrick Corrigan, NI 
Programme Director of Amnesty 
International, has identified 12 

Magda l ene Laundry - type 
establishments for women and 
g i r l s w h i c h o p e r a t e d i n 
Northern Ire land, mainly 

operated  by Catholic and Protestant Churches. They 
were seen as places for ‘moral purification’ for women 
accused of being prostitutes, ‘wayward women’, or for 
unmarried mothers-to-be. Most of them closed in  the 
first half of the 20th century, yet a few remained into 
the 1980s, mostly run by the Good Shepherd Sisters.
      Again, from information supplied  to Patrick  by 
former inmates, many of the women suffered a range of 
serious human rights abuses including inhuman and 
degrading treatment, arbitrary deprivation of liberty 
and forced labour. They were also deprived of their 
identity through imposition of ‘house names’ and 
numbers and routinely suffered  a lack of food and 
warmth.  Yet these women cannot obtain redress 
because, although there is an Historic Institutional 
Abuse Inquiry, its terms of reference restrict it to child 
abuse. The United Nations Committee Against Torture 
has recommended that the remit should be changed  to 
include women over 18. 
    At the moment, the dirty linen from the Magdalene 
laundries, north and south, is being kept firmly in the 
closet. But the time is overdue for it to receive a proper 
airing.                                                                          !
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